Composite Video vs. Component Video
“Composite video is a clever combination of color and black & white information.
Component video keeps these two image components separate. Proper handling of
each type of video is essential when optimizing preserved video quality. “
Transitioning from Black & White to Color
When color television was introduced, television receivers existing in most homes were only
capable of receiving and displaying black & white images. With the advent of color television, it
became necessary to configure the new color broadcast signal such that these black & white
televisions would continue to display black & white images while new color televisions would
display color images. This was a challenge because black & white televisions required a single
video signal indicating the overall brightness of light at each point on the screen whereas color
televisions required three video signals, each representing the intensity of red, green, and blue
light at each point on the screen.
The new color broadcast signal could not simply be a transmission of the red, green, and blue
signals since none of those signals could be used by existing black & white receivers to produce
a satisfactory image. Instead, the black & white signal, as produced by a black & white camera,
would still need to be transmitted. Fortunately, a simple process can be used to combine the
red, green, and blue signals generated by a color camera into a single black & white signal,
known as the luminance signal, or simply luminance. Today, this signal is commonly referred to
as the Y signal.
The Component Video Concept
By combining the red, green, and blue signals using another simple process, two new signals
can be generated. These two signals are called color difference signals. Today they are
commonly identified as R-Y and B-Y. Since the luminance signal and both color difference
signals each contain specific proportions of the red, green and blue signals, the luminance and
color difference signals can be used to accurately reform the red, green, and blue signals.
With this reversible reconfiguration of the red, green, and blue signals, full color information is
retained while the black & white information is separated out. This set of three signals Y, R-Y,
and B-Y collectively form component video.
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Basing color television broadcasts on these three component signals not only allowed black &
white televisions to operate properly when receiving color transmissions, but also allowed color
televisions to correctly display black& white transmissions.
Adaptations for Limited Channel Space
A second problem confronted color television engineers. Since component video is comprised
of three signals, three times the information must be conveyed than was needed for black &
white video. Since the spacing between television channels had already been established, the
capacity of each channel could not be tripled. In order to solve this problem, engineers
examined the characteristics of the human eye.
There are two types of photoreceptor cells in the human retina called rods and cones. These
cells are activated by light and give us the ability to see. Rods are smaller, more tightly spaced,
and more sensitive to light than cones. There are approximately 20 times more rods than
cones. Cones, on the other hand, are divided into three different types. Each of the three
types of cone cell is sensitive to a different color light.
Because rods are more tightly spaced and more light-sensitive than cones, they allow humans
to see in dim light and give sharpness to our vision, but cannot process color. In contrast, cones
are less sensitive but each type of cone allows us to see a different color of light. In short, rods
provide us with detail while cones provide us with color.
Since color vision is less distinct than black & white vision, color information can be conveyed
with less detail than black & white information without any negative effect. This insensitivity to
color detail was taken advantage of when color television was being engineered because it
meant that the amount of information that was needed for a color image could be reduced to
an amount that was not much greater than that needed for a black & white image.
Since the three component video signals isolated the black & white information, the color
information could be processed differently. The two color difference signals were filtered to
remove some detail and lessen their need for channel space. However, in order for the three
signals to be transmitted on a single channel, or through a single wire, it was still necessary to
further combine the three signals into one.
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Forming a Composite Video Signal
The process of combining the three component video signals into one is neither simple nor
easily reversible. It takes place in two steps. The first step involves a complex process that
combines the two filtered color difference signals together with another signal called the
subcarrier. This sophisticated combination of signals (called quadrature modulation) results in
a single signal known as chrominance. The Chrominance signal alone carries all the color
information.
This stage of the combination is essentially reversible. The reversal process is not simple, but
the two color difference signals can be dependably reformed from the chrominance signal. If
the luminance and chrominance signals are kept separate, then the red, green, and blue signals
can be recreated with only minor distortions. These two signals of luminance and chrominance
collectively are a quasi-component form of video commonly referred to as S-Video. The
amount of information required for color is reduced to two signals, yet the original red, green,
and blue signals can still be faithfully recreated with much of the perceivable image quality
intact.
In the final stage of combining the component video signals, the luminance and chrominance
signals are simply mixed together. Once this last step is complete, one signal contains both the
color and black & white information. This single color video signal is called composite video.
Composite Video Image Distortions
While the final mixing step in creating composite video is simple, it is not easily reversed. This is
a significant problem because in order to recreate the red, green, and blue signals, the
luminance and chrominance signals must be separated.
The subcarrier, which is combined with the color difference signals when creating the
chrominance signal, helps facilitate the un-mixing process. It differentiates the chrominance
signal from the luminance signal, although there remains a degree of overlap. This overlap
exists because of each television channel’s constrained capacity. The overlap means it is not
always possible to perfectly separate the luminance and chrominance signals once combined.
Imperfect separation of luminance and chrominance results in visible distortions when a
composite video signal undergoes the transition back to red, green and blue. Patterns of
alternating black and white can be reproduced as color, for example. This so-called cross-color
effect may appear as rainbows on striped clothing or on textured surfaces.
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Sharp transitions from one color to another can also create dots which appear to crawl along
the edge between the two colors. This is known as a cross-luminance effect or dot crawl.
Consequently, both color and black & white televisions displayed slightly distorted images when
receiving composite video transmissions.
While composite video played a crucial role in the development of color television, it clearly has
its disadvantages. Not only does it hinder reconstruction of the original red, green, and blue
signals, but it also is difficult to record onto magnetic tape.
The Challenge of Recording Composite Video
The first two widely adopted videotape recording systems embodied extraordinary efforts to
faithfully record color video. They produced reasonably good recordings, but these systems
were bulky and expensive. They utilized heavy open reels of tape which required powerful
motors to spin them. Making such equipment portable meant the machines needed to break
apart into pieces, some of which required two people to carry. However, these recorders could
record and playback a composite video signal with minimal distortion. Since these systems
could directly record a color composite video signal, their system of recording became known
as direct color.
In order to develop smaller, lighter and less expensive color recorders, able to record on
cassette tapes, the quality of the recording had to be further compromised. The limitation
created by the spacing between television channels is similar to the limitations of early video
recorders. The width of any communication channel, whether it’s over-the-air or within a video
recorder, is called bandwidth. The design goals for the second generation of video recorders
necessitated that their bandwidth be reduced. They simply could not record all of the detail
present in a composite video signal.
Reducing the detail of the luminance signal can be done using a simple filter. However, due to
the nature of the subcarrier, the chrominance signal cannot be filtered without completely
corrupting it. Therefore, these recorders separate the luminance and chrominance signals so
they could be processed individually. The luminance signal is filtered as needed and the
chrominance signal is subjected to a process known as heterodyning to reduce the color
information’s bandwidth requirement. Early videocassette recorders all used this method to
record composite video signals. This system of recording is called heterodyne color, or colorunder. UMATIC, Betamax, VHS and Video 8 are examples of recorders which fall into this
category.
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Eventually, UMATIC-SP (UMATIC Superior Performance), S-VHS (Super VHS), ED Beta (Extended
Definition Betamax) and Hi8 (High-Band Video 8) were developed to improve the recorded
image quality by increasing these recorders’ bandwidth. This improvement was possible
because of a new generation of videotape known as metal-particle tape as opposed to the
earlier ferric-oxide tape. This generation of recorders also included S-Video input and output
connectors in addition to composite video connectors. S-Video connectors support a two-wire
system that keeps the luminance and chrominance signals separate. While the improved
bandwidth of these recorders remained somewhat limited, the use of S-Video connectors
removed the problematic need to separate the chrominance and luminance signals.
Component Video Recording
Just prior to the development of metal-particle tape, another approach to improving recorded
image quality was taken. This approach abandoned recording composite video in favor of
recording component video. Two new recording formats, Betacam and MII moved from a
single-wire to a three-wire interconnection system. This not only kept the luminance signal
separated, but also eliminated the need to combine the two color difference signals together.
The bandwidth needed to record the two color difference signals was halved through a process
known as Compressed Time Division Multiplexing (CTDM).
These new component video recorders were intended for the broadcast market and its close
cousin the ENG (Electronic News Gathering) market. They not only recorded component video
for the first time, they also introduced camcorders for the first time. While the MII format
never saw much use, the Betacam format was widely adopted. Shortly after Betacam’s
introduction, Betacam-SP was released which offered greater bandwidth through the use of
metal-particle tape. While recordings made using the Betacam-SP format were excellent,
component video did have a major downside; since three wires are needed to carry the video
information instead of one, major infrastructure changes were needed at post-production and
broadcast facilities. This limited the scope of component video’s adoption.
Digital Component Video
Today, digital technology has allowed component video to be the preferred method of
representing video information. Advances in electronics and in digital technology not only allow
the three component video signals to pass through a single wire without being combined, they
also allow the same wire to simultaneously pass 16 channels of audio. Component video
therefore forms the basis of all commonly used digital video equipment.
While composite digital equipment does exist and was somewhat popular during the analog-todigital transition period, the use of digital composite equipment was brief.
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Preserving Image Quality
Component video can be transformed into composite video through the process already
described, which is referred to as encoding. Component video equipment invariably provides
composite video connections for compatibility with composite video equipment. However, the
use of these connections should be avoided whenever possible because even if video
information is originally in component form, once it’s encoded into composite form, much of
the benefit of component video is lost. Since all modern digital standards are based on
component video, when migrating analog component video or S-Video recordings to digital, the
use of composite video at any point in this process should be avoided, otherwise image quality
will be reduced.
Furthermore, when converting analog composite video to a digital form, it will be necessary to
transform the composite video signal into the three component video signals. This process is
known as decoding, and as previously noted, it is an imperfect process. Since decoding
composite video has long been important to retaining good image quality, much effort has
gone into developing the best methods possible. The most successful decoding methods are
sophisticated and highly successful, but are expensive to implement, so not all decoders
produce the same results. Where image quality is important, it is essential to use a high quality
decoder.
The goal of using the best decoder also holds true when archiving digital composite video but
this is even more of a challenge. For best results, a digital decoder should be used, however
there were few digital decoders made and even fewer survive today.
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